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Terms of use
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Copyright
The internet pages belonging to this webpage, their contents either as a whole or in part, may only be viewed, copied and/or saved for
private, non-commercial use. Their use is limited to the acquisition of information regarding the goods and services offered. Should the
contents or results of the data I in the website be transferred, used or circulated for anything other than private purposes, then this must
firstly be approved by the publisher. The copyright for published objects created by the publisher himself remains with the publisher only.
The processing, alteration or reproduction or use of such objects in other than electronic or printed publications is not permitted without the
publisher's prior written approval. Copyright instructions and brand designations may not be altered or omitted.
References and Links
The installation of a hyperlink from other websites to sites belonging to this website also requires prior written approval from the publisher.
If sites refer directly or indirectly to third-party internet sites outside of the publisher's range of responsibility, the publisher can only assume
liability if he knew of their contents and it was technically possible and reasonable to prevent their use in such case as their contents were
illegal. The publisher states that the respective linked third-party internet sites were of illegal content at the time of being linked. The
publisher has absolutely no influence on the current and future structure and content of the linked third-party internet sites. Thus, the
publisher now like to distance himself from all con tents of all linked third-party internet sites which were changed after having been linked.
The supplier of the linked third-party internet site assumes sole liability for illegal, inaccurate or incomplete content and particularly for
damage caused by the use of such offered information, not the person or organisation who simply refers to the links to the respective
publication.
Contents
The publisher accepts no responsibility for the actuality, correctness, completeness or quality of the information provided. Liability claims
against the publisher caused by the use of the offered information or the use of inaccurate or incomplete information shall always be
excluded. All offers and information are subject to change and are without obligation. The publisher observes the right to alter, expand or
delete parts or complete sites without extra notification or to stop publication temporarily or completely.

